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All prices are in EURO, VAT excluded.

The price always includes a standard packing box.

The wooden crate will be charged at cost when it’s required, depending on the contents of the ship-
ment.

To improve quality, models may be altered and changed without prior notice.

Wood finish tones, marble slabs and metal finishes, may naturally vary from one product to another.

Claims for transport damages can only be considered if reported within 7 days from receipt of the 
goods. Our transport insurance will not respond after this term.

Sales Conditions



MONUMENT is a set of 3 side tables using iconic 
shapes and architectural references. Each volume 
is independant from the others and can be moved 
separatly.

Combining different scales and proportions, the 
piece blurries the boundaries between architecture, 
furniture, and accessory, forming altogether an im-
pactful artefact.

Monument Table set is available in different stones 
upon request.

Materials

Alicante Red Marble

Green Verde Guatemala

*Other Stones on demand

Dimensions

Big Volume - Cube of 45cm
Medium Volume - Cube of 30cm
Small Volume - Cube of 15cm

Price

3.200 €

3.200 €

MONUMENT  Table Set

86cm

45cm

45cm



Anchor chair has a very graphic alure combining 
sleek lines and strong angles.

It works well on its own as an accent chair and can 
also be multiplied around a table due to its pure 
geometry and clean look, especially when viewed 
from the back.

The Anchor chair is available in several timbers 
upon request.

ANCHOR Chair

Materials

Black Stained Oak

Dimensions

95 cm (h) x 55 cm x 45cm

Price

1.100 €

45cm

55cm

95cm



Post M Table low table is a combination of 2 con-
sole-like elements that are combined one above the 
other. It offers a variety of configurations.

Post M table is definitely a very sculptural piece fo-
cused on the beauty and the geometry of each stone 
used together to build this aesthetic composition.

The Post-M low table is available in several stones 
upon request.

POST-M Table

Materials

4 Stones
Clear Glass

Dimensions

120 cm x 25 cm x 45 cm (h)
120 cm x 37 cm x 35 cm (h)

Price

From 
3.100€
Depending on 
the stones

25cm

55cm

45cm

45cm

120cm

35cm



Passage table is a very elegant square coffee table 
that offers a wide horizontale surface to use.

Balancing together 2 different materials, the L shape 
travertine rests on 2 gently curved wooden volumes.

This piece is a delicate mix of straight lines and 
soft curves with a special attention to the chamfered 
edges.

PASSAGE table

Materials

Travertine
Oak

Dimensions

100 cm x 100cm x 35cm (h)

Price

2.900 €

100cm

35cm

100cm



50cm

35cm

The Omen Light collection  is a sculptural yet graph-
ic collection using a distinctive chalice-like metalic 
shade as the main element.
The single pendant is a statement pendant that will 
add personality to any environement. The shade is 
suspended and balanced at the end of an semi-circle 
metallic arm. 

The Omen single pendant is available in a variety 
of finishes upon request and height can be adjusted 
according to needs.

OMEN pendant light

Materials

Black coated metal
Glass Globe
G9 bulb fitting (bulb not included)

Dimensions

32 cm x 12cm x 132cm (h)

Price

420 €

adjustable



The Omen Light collection  is a sculptural yet graphic 
collection using a distinctive chalice-like metalic shade 
as the main element. The Omen lights are statement 
pieces that will add personality to any environement. 

Each lighting element is suspended and balanced around 
the central ring. The electric cords hang mindfully and 
elegantily towards each pendant, building altogether a 
distinctive look.
 
The Omen chandelier is available in a variety of finishes 
upon request. Bespoke size and format can be offered.

OMEN chandelier

Materials

Black coated metal
Glass Globe
G9 bulb fitting (bulb not included)

Dimensions

dia 126 cm x 90cm (h) (adjustable on demande)

Price

2.600 €

110cm

adjustable



OMEN diner

The Omen light collection is a sculptural yet graphic col-
lection using a distinctive chalice-like metalic shade as 
the main element. The Omen lights are statement pieces 
that will add personality to any environement. 

Each lighting element is suspended and balanced along 
the horizontal rod. The electric cords hang mindfully and 
elegantily towards each pendant, building altogether a 
distinctive look.
 
The Omen diner is available in a variety of finishes upon 
request. Bespoke size and format can be offered.

Materials

Black coated metal
Glass Globe
G9 bulb fitting (bulb not included)

Dimensions

120 cm x 12cm x 72(h) (adjustable on demande)

Price

1.200 €

adjustable

120cm



The Pendulum Wall Lamp is a sophisticated wall 
fixture with a double ended structure. 

Concepts such as balance and gravity inspired its 
design and gave the name to this piece.

The Pendulum Wall Light is available in a variaety 
of finishes upon request.

Materials

Black coated metal
Glass Globe
G9 bulb fitting (bulb not included)

Price

480 €

130cm

25cm

25cm

PENDULUM wall light

Dimensions

dia 25 cm x 130cm (h) 
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Nice       things 
that last,

designed 
and made 
to order
in Europe.


